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Abstract
Climate change is a pressing issue requiring an international response. The UK
has pledged to reduce its emissions by 80% in 2050 from 1990 levels. The
overarching framework to achieve this is the Climate Change and Energy Acts,
which tackle the intertwining issues of climate change, emissions, and energy.

The domestic property sector is responsible for around a quarter of the UK’s
emissions. The government’s response in this sector to reduce the carbon
impact include primary policy instruments such as: the Green Deal, Energy
Company Obligation, Renewable Heat Incentive, Feed-in Tariff, and Energy
Performance Certificates (EPC). The primary objective of this dissertation was
to determine if a challenging property in the private rented sector could achieve
a hypothetical energy efficiency A-rating utilising the government’s current
policy instruments and finance mechanisms. And whether the improvement
measures necessary to achieve this level are feasible to implement, and the
owners of the property would allow tenants to implement these measures.

To investigate improving the energy efficiency of housing from a practical
perspective, particularly within the private rented sector (PRS), a case study is
explored: St Mary’s Cottage, is a privately rented, pre-1900, heritage listed
property. Using the policy instruments currently available to householders in the
UK, hypothetical energy efficiency ratings were measured via the EPC to
determine the ideal improvement measures for this property.
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The current EPC rating for St Mary’s Cottage is D57 (ranked from 1 to 100),
which is around the UK average. It was proven that it could hypothetically
achieve an A-rating, utilising the government’s current policy instruments.
However, weighing up all factors – including financial mechanisms, capital costs
of improvement measures, and listing status limitations – the best feasible EPC
increase is to B88, which would save around 4 tonnes of emissions annually.
Consulting the owners of the property to determine which improvements they
would allow a tenant to implement, limited the EPC increase to C75.

This more challenging case study demonstrated the possibilities to decrease the
carbon impact within the existing UK housing stock. If homeowners nationwide
implemented a range of measures to increase the energy efficiency of their
properties to a similar level, this could potentially reduce the overall UK carbon
impact by 15%.
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Part 1: The Objectives
1.1 Background
The issue of climate change on our planet is a massive undertaking that must
be tackled simultaneous in parts: globally, countries, sectors, communities,
businesses, and individuals. How the UK is engaged in each of these parts is
explored in a top down approach from overall government commitments and
polices to the level of how an individual making simple changes to their home
can affect the whole. And why it matters.

The 27 million homes1 in the UK are responsible for around a quarter of total
emissions emitted2. Many studies and policies concerning energy efficiency of
properties focus on new builds, such as the ‘Zero Carbon Homes’, which will be
enforced as early as 20163. It is simpler to enforce regulations on a structure
that has yet to come into form than a building that has existed for years, long
before energy efficiency and decreasing emissions were a priority. However,
new builds are being erected at just 160,000 per annum4, a fraction of the
existing housing stock, while almost 40% of the stock is pre-19196.

Around 18% of the housing stock is within the private rented sector (PRS)7, and
this sub-sector is growing each year. It is more difficult to penetrate from a
policy perspective than an owner-occupied property due to the balance
1

Department for Communities & Local Government, English Housing Survey HOUSEHOLDS

2012-13.
2

“The Carbon Plan - Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions - Publications - GOV.UK.”
“Next Steps to Zero Carbon Homes: Small Sites Exemption - Consultations - GOV.UK.”
4
“House Building in England: July to September 2014 - Publications - GOV.UK.”
6
Department for Communities & Local Government, English Housing Survey HOUSEHOLDS
2012-13.
7
Ibid.
3
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between the owners and tenants. Usually an owner pays for upgrades to the
property while the tenant pays the energy bills. And if any energy efficiency
gains are realised these will be often reflected in the energy bill, therefore what
incentive does the owner have to invest in the property for this purpose?

To investigate this, a challenging case study was chosen: St Mary’s Cottage,
which is a privately rented, pre-1900, heritage-listed property in York. Using the
policy instruments currently available to householders, hypothetical energy
efficiency ratings were measured to determine the ideal improvement measures
for this property. The owners were then consulted to determine what they
would potentially allow to be implemented and what, if any, financing they
would contribute toward the measures.

1.2 Research Questions and Objectives
The primary objective of this dissertation was to determine if a challenging
property in the private rented sector could achieve a hypothetical energy
efficiency A-rating utilising the government’s current policy instruments and
finance mechanisms. And whether the improvement measures necessary to
achieve this level are feasible to implement, and the owners of the property
would allow tenants to implement these measures.

The following are the secondary research questions and objectives.


Climate change – Why does it matter in the UK? How is the government
engaged globally and domestically? What are the commitments? What is the
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key legislation to reach those commitments? And how will the legislation be
implemented?



Energy – How much energy is consumed in the UK? Where is it being
consumed? How is it intertwined with emissions and climate change? And
how legislation links it all together?



Domestic Property Sector – What is the profile of the UK’s housing stock?
Where is the energy consumed? What are the targets for this sector? What
are the primary energy efficient measures and low-carbon technologies for
the home? And what policies exist to motivate householders to implement
these measures?



Case Study – What is the best hypothetical energy efficiency increase, best
feasible increase, and the best possible increase for a tenant utilising
existing policy? What measures will the owners allow and why? And how do
the results fit within the broader UK climate change commitment?

1.3 Methodology
The primary methods used to research the dissertation were: desktop study,
training, site visits, and a case study of a property in the PRS.

The desktop study initially focuses on an overview of the carbon reduction
commitments the UK have in place in response to the threat of climate change,
and the policies implemented to honour these. Energy production,

4
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consumption, and efficiency is intertwined with the response, and therefore
examined from a big picture perspective also. The study then drills down to the
domestic property sector, examining the current housing stock, and the policies
in place to reduce the carbon impact of this sector.

A case study was then chosen, St Mary’s Cottage, in the growing domestic PRS.
This specific area of the property sector has a unique challenge in that the
owners of the property often don’t stand to directly gain from energy efficiency
(EE) measures implemented. St Mary’s Cottage also has further challenges: it
was built in the 18th century long before EE was a consideration, and it is
heritage-listed, therefore limited in the work that can be undertaken.

Property EE is measured in the UK via an Energy Performance Certificate (EPC).
In order to fully understand and undertake an EPC, the author completed a 3day course via Stroma Certification, which is approved by ABBE (Awarding Body
of the Built Environment). Using the current policies and schemes available,
including a Green Deal Assessment which is the cornerstone of the domestic EE
policy, the author was able to determine the best possible hypothetical energy
efficiency increase measured via the EPC, and how this fits into the broader UK
carbon reduction commitments.

5
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1.4 Scope and Limitations
The most challenging aspect within the domestic property sector often aren’t
the buildings themselves, it’s the inhabitants. Policies and schemes need to be
designed to motivate people to invest their time and money into understanding
what energy efficiency measures are available and implementing them. And
even once measures have been implemented, the next challenge is to modify
householder’s behaviour and habits surrounding their energy consumption.

Using a single case study, researching policies, and then applying all available
schemes to increase the EE, doesn’t reflect the actions of the wider population.
The EPC, which is the standard measurement of a property’s EE, doesn’t take
into account the human element – both of tenants and owners, and measures
only the building envelope. The case study itself was also hypothetical,
therefore the increased EE was assumed via the EPC’s Standard Assessment
Procedure (SAP). It’s therefore difficult to accurately extrapolate the case study
results to the wider UK population taking into account these factors.

1.5 Report Structure
This report is presented in three sections: Climate Change and Energy,
Domestic Property Sector, and Case Studies. Each section opens with a topical
story or event to demonstrate in tangible and engaging ways why that section
matters.

The first section demonstrates how the UK is engaging with the global
community on climate change, what the commitments are, and how this has
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shaped policy. It also examines energy consumption, how this affects emission
targets, and the key pieces of legislation that intertwine climate change and
energy together.

The next part hones in on one energy consuming sector, the domestic property
sector, and examines the current housing stock, how this contributes to overall
emissions, and the policies designed to create more energy efficient homes.

And the final section takes all the available policy instruments and applies them
to a practical case study – an 18th century, privately-rented home with heritage
listed status – to determine if they work, the best possible energy efficiency
increases, and how this fits into the overall UK climate change and energy
commitments.

7
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Part 2: Climate Change and Energy
2.1 Somerset Flooding
On the 13 March 2014, 21-year old apprentice Hubert Zajaczkowski was able to
finally recover his car from a flooded road in the south-west of England where
he had abandoned it on Christmas Eve.8 Hubert’s car became one of the most
recognisable sights throughout the coverage of the Somerset flooding that
occurred in the winter of 2013-14, which was one of the wettest and windiest
since records began.9 By the middle of February, over 500mm of rain had
fallen. The situation was so dire that high-capacity pumps were imported in an
attempt to move millions of tonnes of water each day.10

Image 2.1: Hubert Zajaczkowski’s submerged car near Muchelney, Somerset11

8

“BBC News - Somerset Floods: Submerged Seat Toledo Returned to Owner.”
“BBC News - 10 Key Moments of the UK Winter Storms.”
10
“BBC News - Somerset Floods Crisis: How the Story Unfolded.”
11
“BBC News - Somerset Floods: Submerged Seat Toledo Returned to Owner.”
9
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Was this flooding directly connected to climate change? Not surprisingly,
environmental campaigners say absolutely, and the climate sceptics say not at
all. The Prime Minister, David Cameron, stated he ‘very much suspects’ that
climate change was involved; the Met Office and the Centre for Ecology and
Hydrology concluded that ‘it’s not possible to give a definitive answer on
whether climate change has been a contributor.’12; while British climate
scientists recently announced that greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions have raised
the risk of extreme wet winters and could have played a part in these specific
floods13.

Flooding has been identified as the most significant risk to the UK as a
symptom of climate change14, and as the Environment Agency predicts that one
in six homes are vulnerable to flooding, a total of £2.3 billion will be spent on
new flood defences15. The UK Climate Projections 2009 show that the average
UK summer temperature is likely to rise 3-4oC by 2080 (still not hot enough for
an Australian to swim!), summer rainfall may decrease by 11-27%, sea levels
are expected to rise by 90-193cm, and extreme weather, such as the Somerset
floods, are expected to become more common16.

2.2 International Response to Climate Change
The earth’s atmosphere is shared between every nation, therefore international
cooperation is required to reduce and stabilise GHG emissions.

12
13
14
15
16

“BBC News - Barrage over Climate Change Link to Floods.”
Leake, “CO2 behind Britain’s Winter Deluges.”
Great Britain and Department for Environment, UK Climate Change Risk Assessment.
“£2.3 Billion to Be Spent on New Flood Defences - News Stories - GOV.UK.”
“The UK Climate Projections 2009 - Adapting to Climate Change - Policies - GOV.UK.”
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2.2.1 Kyoto Protocol (KP)
The KP commits industrialised countries through binding emissions reduction
targets to stabilise greenhouse gases17.

The UK ratified the KP in May 2002 in collaboration with the European Union
(EU). The first official commitment period was 2008-2012, known as KP1, with
a joint goal to decrease emissions by 8%. According to the European
Environment Agency, the EU is on track to deliver a 12.2% reduction, however
this won’t be known officially until later in 2015.

2.3 UK Climate Change Action
For the UK to fulfil international obligations within the EU and KP, reports and
legislation have outlined how GHG emissions will be reduced domestically.

2.3.1 White Paper: Meeting the Energy Challenge18
This paper released in May 2007, frames how emissions, climate change, and
energy intertwine in the UK, and paved the way for the Climate Change Act. It
was determined that climate change and energy security were the two main
issues that needed to be tackled together by: saving energy, developing cleaner
energy supplies, and securing reliable energy supplies at competitive prices.

17
18

“Kyoto Protocol Intro.”
Argent et al., “Meeting the Energy Challenge: A White Paper on Energy.”
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Figure 2.1: White Paper Elements and resulting Key Legislation and Policy

White Paper Elements

Key Legislation/Policies

Establish an
international framework
to tackle climate change

UNFCCC/KP/Future Treaty

Provide legally binding
carbon targets for the
whole UK economy

Climate Change Act

Make further progress in
achieving fully
competitive and
transparent markets
Encourage more energy
saving through better
information, incentives,
and regulation

EU Emissions Trading
Scheme (EU ETS)

Energy Act
Low Carbon Transition Plan

Energy Act
Green Deal
Energy Performance
Certificates (EPC)
Zero Carbon Homes
Code for Sustainable Homes

Provide more support
for low carbon
technologies

Low Carbon Transition Plan
2050 Pathways Analysis
Feed In Tariff
Renewable Heat Incentive

Ensure the right
conditions for
investment

Carbon Plan
EU ETS
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Climate Change Act19
The Act is the overarching framework on climate change to take the UK into the
middle of the 21st century.

2.3.2.1 Carbon Target and Budgeting
The UK target for 2050 is 80% less GHG emissions than the baseline year of
1990. There are five-year ‘budgetary periods’, beginning with 2008-2012, which
coincides with the KP requirements.
Four budget periods have now been set to:


2008-12 – 23% reduction



2013-17 – 29% reduction



2018-22 – 35% reduction



2023-27 – 50% reduction20

In 1990, the selected base year, the UK produced 779.9 Mt CO2-e. This has
already decreased by 25%21 prior to the first budget period commencing,
primarily driven by the financial crisis and recession that drove down
production.

This section of the Act has spawned further reports and policy papers such as
the Low Carbon Transition Plan (LCTP), the 2050 Pathways Analysis, and The
Carbon Plan. The LCTP outlines a five-point plan to tackle climate change.22 The

19

“Climate Change Act 2008.”
“Carbon Budgets and Targets | Committee on Climate Change.”
21
Department of Energy & Climate Change, “Alternative Approaches to Reporting UK
Greenhouse Gas Emissions.”
22
“Increasing the Use of Low-Carbon Technologies - Policy - GOV.UK.”
20
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2050 Pathways Analysis scrutinises the questions of: should we cut demand or
decarbonise the energy supply more? How will we produce electricity? And,
which technologies should we adopt? Six pathways were constructed.23 The
Carbon Plan sets out to explain how to transition to a low carbon economy
while maintaining energy security. The report acknowledges that the ‘easy wins’
will be finished by 2020.24

2.3.2.2 The Committee on Climate Change (CCC)
The CCC, sponsored by the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC),
is like an independent body corporate to the Act, and must advise the Secretary
of State on each planning stage. The sixth annual report to Parliament noted
that the first budget was met through a combination of the recession and low
carbon policies, and the current policies are designed to reduce emissions to
2020, therefore the pace is insufficient to meet future carbon budgets25
according to the committee.

2.3.2.3 Trading Schemes
The EU ETS, based on a ‘cap and trade’ system, is the largest GHG emissions
trading system in the world, and represents around half of the EU’s total GHG
emissions. There are three phases that have been agreed upon until 2020,
although it is assumed the scheme will continue beyond this date26.

23

Department of Energy & Climate Change and HM Goverment, 2050 Pathways Analysis.
Department of Energy & Climate Change, The Carbon Plan: Delivering Our Low Carbon
Future.
25
Committee on Climate Change, Meeting Carbon Budgets - 2014 Progress Report to
Parliament.
26
“Participating in the EU ETS - Detailed Guidance - GOV.UK.”
24
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2.3.2.4 Impact and Adaption of Climate Change
The Climate Change Risk Assessment (CCRA) Report produced every 5-years,
was first presented in January 2012. It identified five key themes: natural
environment, buildings and infrastructure, health and wellbeing, business and
services, and agriculture and forestry; and has classified the risks and
opportunities into low, medium or high. The work on adaption is coordinated by
the Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, and was the
stepping-stone towards the National Adaption Programme (NAP)27. The NAP’s
primary purpose is: raising awareness, increasing resilience to climate
extremes, taking timely action, and reviewing evidence gaps28.

Figure 2.2: Overview of the Climate Change Act and subsequent Reports
Climate Change Act

Trading
Schemes

Other
provisions
Committee

EU ETS

Eight climate
change experts

First report:
Building a lowcarbon economy

Carbon target
+ budget

Final target:
80% below
1990 by 2050

Budget:
2008-12: 23%
2013-17: 29%
2018-22: 35%
2023-27: 50%

Impact +
Adaption

UK Low Carbon
Transition Plan

Climate Change
Risk Assessment

2050 Pathways
Analysis

National
Adaption Plan

The Carbon Plan

27
28

Great Britain and Department for Environment, UK Climate Change Risk Assessment.
Great Britain and Department for Environment, The National Adaptation Programme.

Waste reduction
+ renewable
transport fuels
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2.4 The Great Smog
London, known as the ‘The Big Smoke’, was often shrouded in smog, hence the
nickname, however, nothing compared to five days in December 1952. The
greatest smog to ever cover London was a combination of very cold weather,
enormous quantities of smoke as Londoners burnt coal continuously to stay
warm, an easterly wind which brought industrial pollution from the continent,
and an anticyclone hanging over the region, which was pushing all that filthy air
downwards. Around 4,000 people died as a direct result of this smog,
thousands more indirectly, while the city itself came to a virtual standstill.

Image 2.2: The Great Smog of 1952, which killed thousands, and brought the city of London to
a standstill29

29

“On This Day: Great Smog of ’52.”
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Since the Industrial Revolution of the late 1700’s, our appetite for energy,
particularly of the fossil fuel variety, has increased rapidly. Thick polluted air
was common and accepted in London, however, after the Great Smog the
outrage led to action in the form of the Clean Air Acts of 1956 and 1968, which
has prevented London from experiencing the same disaster again.30

2.5 Energy Consumption
The demand for electricity in the UK is likely to double by 205031, which will
also increase carbon emissions unless the way energy is produced and utilised
is changed. As the aftermath of the Great Smog illustrates, there are usually
more environmentally friendly and cleaner ways of using energy and continuing
growth without compromising our current lifestyles.

2.5.1 Primary & Final Energy Consumption
Primary energy is the amount of fuel consumed prior to any losses via
conversion or transformation processes, whereas the final consumption takes
into account these losses.

In 2013, the total primary consumption in the UK was 205.9 million tonnes of
oil equivalent (mtoe), which was 0.5% lower than 2012, but 1.5% higher than
2011 - primarily due to a mild winter in 2011 requiring less heating. With the

30

“The Great Smog of 1952 - Met Office Education.”
Department of Energy & Climate Change, The Carbon Plan: Delivering Our Low Carbon
Future. P.7
31
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exception of 2011, 2013 saw the lowest level of primary energy consumption in
25 years as shown in figure 2.3.32

Figure 2.3: Total Primary Energy Consumption in the UK from 1970 to 201333

The fuel mix to make up the primary energy has changed quite a bit since
1970. Solid fuel, such as coal, dominated in the 70’s, but this has now switched
to gas as technologies such as central heating become more widespread and
the ‘dash for gas’34 was on. The current fuel mix consists of: gas 35%, oil 32%,
solid fuel (coal) 19%, electricity (including nuclear and renewables) 10%, and
bioenergy/waste 4%. Oil is predominately used for transport, while gas for

32
33
34

Department of Energy & Climate Change, Energy Consumption in the UK (2014). P.6
Ibid. P.6
Ibid.
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heating purposes35. Figure 2.3 demonstrates that energy consumption has now
reined in to pre-1990 levels.

Figure 2.4: Total Primary Energy Consumption ratio by Fuel from 1970 to
201336

Final energy consumption in 2013 was 150.1 mtoe. Since 2000, overall energy
consumption has fallen by 11% (17.8 mtoe), however, it is estimated that if the
energy intensity, ie, the energy required to produce a unit of output, were the
same, then consumption would have actually increased by 7.9 mtoe37.

35

Great Britain, Department of Energy and Climate Change, and Stationery Office (Great
Britain), Annual Energy Statement 2014.
36
Department of Energy & Climate Change, Energy Consumption in the UK (2014). P.7
37
Ibid. P.6-12
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Figure 2.5: Final Energy Consumption by Fuel from 1970 to 201338

2.5.2 Energy Consumption by Sector
Since 1970, the industrial sector has decreased significantly from an initial 40%
share to its current level of 16%, while transport has doubled.

Figure 2.6: Final Energy Consumption by Sector from 1970 to 201339

38
39

Ibid. p.8
Ibid. P.10
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2.5.3 Energy End Use
As shown in figure 2.7, two end uses dominate in the UK: heating at 48%, and
transport at 39%.

Figure 2.7: Total End Energy Use 201340

2.6 Energy Acts
The Energy Acts are the overarching framework for all energy regulation in the
UK. The following briefly outlines the key points of interest within these Acts.

The Act of 2008 legislates the renewables obligation, whereby an energy
supplier must utilise a set amount of renewable energy within their electricity
distribution system. It also introduces feed-in tariffs (FIT) for small-scale
electricity generation (under 5 MW).41

40

Great Britain, Department of Energy and Climate Change, and Stationery Office (Great
Britain), Annual Energy Statement 2014. P.8
41
Department of Energy & Climate Change, Energy Act 2008.
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The 2010 Act states that financial assistance may be provided to carbon
capture and storage (CCS) demonstration projects42. Currently the UK has five
proposed CCS demonstration plants43.

The 2011 Act delves into five energy efficiency areas: Green Deal (GD), the
domestic private rented sector (DPRS), reducing carbon emissions and home
heating costs, and energy consumption and tariffs, including smart meters and
Energy Performance Certificates (EPC).

A GD is an energy plan made by a householder (owner or occupier) to make
energy efficiency (EE) improvements to their property. The improvements can
be paid wholly or partly in instalments via a GD plan if the property is eligible,
and will be made by the person who is liable for the property’s energy bills to
their energy supplier via their bills, which will be considered a debt on the
property.

An EPC must be obtained prior to renting in the DPRS. And when regulation
comes into effect (no later than April 2018), then the property may not be let
until the landlord has ensured the EE level is to a minimum standard. Landlords
will not be able to refuse tenants reasonable requests of EE improvements
either, so long as they fall within a GD plan and they won’t be penalised
financially.44

42
43
44

Department of Energy & Climate Change, Energy Act 2010.
“Large Scale CCS Projects | Global Carbon Capture and Storage Institute.”
Department of Energy & Climate Change, Energy Act 2011.
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The latest Act of 2013 focuses on a ‘decarbonisation target range’ for 2030
(DT2030), which limits the carbon intensity of electricity generation. Twice the
House of Commons narrowly voted down the bill45, and Prime Minister David
Cameron has announced it would be unwise to fix a figure before CCS is rolled
out, which won’t be before 2019. Currently power stations emit around 350g of
CO2/kWh, while the CCC have advised that electricity by 2030 should be about
50g of CO2/kWh.46

2.7 Energy Efficiency (EE) and Low-Carbon Technologies (LCT)
Lowering emissions within the target of 80% by 2050 will occur within two
primary areas: EE and LCT, as shown in figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Projected Savings of GHG Emissions by Type from 2010 to 203047

45

“Decarbonisation Target Narrowly Defeated in Commons Energy Bill Vote | Environment |
The Guardian.”
46
“David Cameron Says 2020s Decarbonisation Target ‘Extremely Unwise.’”
47
Department of Energy & Climate Change, The Energy Efficiency Strategy: The Energy
Efficiency Opportunity in the UK. P.14
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2.7.1 Energy Efficiency (EE)
EE is defined as the relationship between the energy consumed and the output
produced, therefore increasing EE means either using less energy to provide
the same level of service, or using the same energy to provide higher level of
services48.

EE isn’t straightforward to measure. One way is to determine the final energy
consumption per unit of gross domestic product (GDP). Since 1980, the GDP of
the UK has approximately doubled, while the final energy consumption has
remained consistent, thus the energy intensity has halved49. Currently the UK’s
final energy intensity is 33% below the G7 average, and 23% below the EU28
average.50

Figure 2.9: Final Energy Consumption per Unit of GDP from 1980-201351

48
49
50
51

Department of Energy & Climate Change, Energy Efficiency Statistical Summary 2015 . P.4
“Relative Decline in UK Manufacturing - Economics Help.”
Department of Energy & Climate Change, Energy Efficiency Statistical Summary 2015 . P.5-6
Ibid. P.8
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2.7.2 Energy Efficiency Benefits and Barriers
The DECC’s EE Strategy 2013, outlines four key benefits of EE:


Saving households and businesses money on energy bills



Creating £18 billion in economic growth and 136,000 jobs



Infrastructure revitalisation and reduced reliance on energy imports



EE is often the most cost-effective way to decarbonise, estimated at 196
TWh reduction in 2020, equivalent to 22 power stations52

The report also identified four current barriers to the uptake of EE.


Although there are significant opportunities in the EE market, the current
market is small and not fully coherent



Finding quality and easily accessible information can be difficult



How to incentivise those investing in EE measures who are not the
beneficiaries, for example, a landlord retrofitting their property for the
benefit of the tenants?



Longer-term benefits, especially EE, are not always easily measured,
therefore it is not prioritised as highly as other investments

2.7.3 Low Carbon Technologies
One of the reasons the DT2030 is such a contentious issue currently, is that
beyond 2020 there is no clear vision for the future of LCT, which is making
investment in longer-term projects uncertain.

52

Department of Energy & Climate Change, The Energy Efficiency Strategy: The Energy

Efficiency Opportunity in the UK. P.8
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Those against DT2030 tend to favour a new ‘dash for gas’ scenario with an
abundance of fracking opportunities coming to light. This would potentially lead
to an unabated gas share of 45%, at the expense of LCT such as nuclear and
renewable generation, which would decline to 15% and 30% respectively from
the 50g scenario. The CCC have demonstrated that committing to LCT
throughout the 2020s is likely to have only a small price impact, around 5%
more per MWh, but will produce the 50g CO2/kWh target.53

Figure 2.10: Fuel Mix Scenarios in 2020s - 50g, 100g & 200g CO2/kWh in
203054

Within the EU, the UK has legally committed to using at least 15% of RE within
their energy supply by 202055.

53
54
55

Committee on Climate Change, “Regarding Energy Bill Proposal.”
Committee on Climate Change, hRegarding Energy Bill Proposal.r P.4
“Increasing the Use of Low-Carbon Technologies - Policy - GOV.UK.”
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Part 3: Domestic Property Sector
3.1 The Castle
‘They want to pay only for the home, but
they are taking away so much more than
that. Sure the Kerrigan’s built a house,
but then they built a home and family.
You can acquire a house, but you can’t
acquire a home. Because a home is not
built of bricks and mortar, but love and
memories. You can’t pay for it, and you’re
only short-changing people if you try.’56
This quote was made by lawyer Lawrence
Hammill on behalf of his client, the
Aussie-battler Darryl Kerrigan, in the

Image 3.1: Darryl Kerrigan stands his ground against
the government who want to take away his pride and
joy: his Castle
Source: My Home Is My Castle | Film 1997

classic Australian comedy ‘The Castle’, in
reference to the government trying to take compulsory acquisition of his home
to expand the airport next door.

While the domestic sector is just another statistic as far as energy consumption
and emissions are concerned, most people are passionate about their ‘castle’.
People generally don’t like being told what to do by the government within their
own private space, which makes this sector unique, but no less important from
a climate change perspective.

56

“Charles Bud Tingwell’s Most Famous Lines from The Castle | Herald Sun.”
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3.2 Housing Stock
In 2012, there were 27.6 million dwellings in the UK57, with 160,000 (0.5%)
being added each year58.

3.2.1 Stock Age
In the UK, houses are built to last. This is a blessing for the longevity and
heritage of the building stock, however, this also means that much was built
prior to the links between energy consumption and climate change being
understood. Over half of the stock was built prior to 1965, and around 20% is
pre-191959. Prior to the 1970’s, people were accustomed to different standards
of living. The average temperature indoors was 12oC as very few homes had
central heating.60 Older housing stock wasn’t built to efficiently retain our
centrally heated ideals of today.

Figure 3.1: Age Profile of the UK Housing Stock61

57

Department for Communities & Local Government, English Housing Survey HOUSEHOLDS

2012-13. P.34
58

“House Building in England: July to September 2014 - Publications - GOV.UK.”
Department for Communities & Local Government, English Housing Survey HOUSEHOLDS
2012-13. P.35
60
Palmer and Cooper, “United Kingdom Housing Energy Fact File 2012,” 2013.
61
Department of Energy & Climate Change, The Energy Efficiency Strategy: The Energy
Efficiency Opportunity in the UK. P.20
59
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3.2.2 Stock by Sector
There are three main sectors in the UK: owner-occupiers 65%, the private
rented sector (PRS) 18%, and the social rented sector (SRS) 17%. In 2012, the
PRS overtook the social sector and has been gaining ground primarily through
the decline of owner-occupiers, as first-time homebuyers increasingly struggle
to gain a foothold on the property ladder. As figure 3.2 demonstrates, a third of
PRS homes were built prior to 1919, and over 20% of social homes were built
after 1990.

Figure 3.2: Age of Housing Stock by Sector in 201262

Most of the owner-occupied dwellings (92%) are classified as houses,
compared to the PRS where 61% are terraced, and 13% flats. The average

62

Department for Communities & Local Government, English Housing Survey HOUSEHOLDS

2012-13. P.36
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sized home is 92m2, with the owner-occupier the largest at 104m2, PRS at
74m2, and the SRS at 63m2.63
This overall is an advantage for the PRS from an EE perspective, as the more
adjoining walls, such as with a flat or terrace, and the smaller the property, the
more insulated it will tend to be. However, the fact that a third of the PRS
properties were built prior to 1919 detracts from this advantage.

Figure 3.3: Dwelling Type by Sector in 201264

3.3 Energy and Emissions
Homes consume more than a quarter of the final energy produced in the UK
and are responsible for around the same amount of CO2-e emissions, hence are
an important sector in terms of emission reduction.

63
64

Ibid. P.34-37
Ibid. P.37
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Figure 3.4: Final Energy Consumption by Sector in 2012 (TWh)65

3.3.1 Energy Consumption
In 2013, consumption was 43.8 mtoe, which is an overall decrease of 7% since
2000 despite an 11% increase of households. The primary fuel used is gas
(68%), primarily for heating.

Figure 3.5: Domestic Consumption by Fuel Type in 2013 (mtoe)66

65
66

Palmer and Cooper, “United Kingdom Housing Energy Fact File 2012,” 2013.
Department of Energy & Climate Change, Energy Consumption in the UK (2014). P.5
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On average a household consumed 4,192 kWh of electricity in 2013, and
15,462 kWh of gas. Although over 2 million households are considered ‘fuel
poor’ today (high household energy costs versus a low income67), energy
consumption per unit of household disposable income has fallen 24% since
200068 as shown in figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Energy Consumption per Person, per Household, and per Unit of
Household Income from 1970 to 2013 (kWh)69

3.3.2 Energy End Use
More than 80% of the energy consumed is heating – space and water70.
Therefore tackling heating and keeping it indoors, ie insulation, is of high

67

Palmer and Cooper, “United Kingdom Housing Energy Fact File 2012,” 2013.
Department of Energy & Climate Change, Energy Consumption in the UK (2014).
69
Ibid. P.8
70
Department of Energy & Climate Change, The Energy Efficiency Strategy: The Energy
Efficiency Opportunity in the UK. P.22
68
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importance. However, the increases in thermal comfort over the energy
consumed by heating have only increased marginally, indicating that
improvements in heating systems and insulation have offset some of these
increases71.

Figure 3.7: Energy Consumption and Expenditure by End Use in 201272

Lighting has always had a minor role in domestic energy consumption at
around 3%. Despite EE globes becoming prevalent and incandescents being
phased out, many properties now have many more light fixtures, particularly in
the kitchen and bathroom, therefore increasing consumption overall. The
growing dependence on electronic gadgets and appliances has seen growth of
almost 3% per annum in this area, cooking has halved to 3%, which seems
positive, however, many cooking functions have now been transferred to the
appliance section.73

71

Palmer and Cooper, “United Kingdom Housing Energy Fact File 2012,” 2013. p.35
Department of Energy & Climate Change, The Energy Efficiency Strategy: The Energy
Efficiency Opportunity in the UK. P.23
73
Palmer and Cooper, “United Kingdom Housing Energy Fact File 2012,” 2013.
72
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3.3.3 Emissions
Since 1990, household emissions have fallen by a fifth, despite the number of
homes growing and increased energy expectations within the home. The
carbon efficiency of electricity generation has improved since 1970, however,
coal-fired generation increased by nearly a third in 2012, which will show
increased emissions in future statistics. Although gas use is around three times
that of electricity, coal is a high carbon fuel, therefore electricity use accounts
for around half of household emissions as shown in figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Carbon Emissions from the Domestic Sector (million tonnes)74

Emissions per household have decreased on average 2% per annum since
1970. This is mostly due to: lower proportion of electricity after the ‘dash for

74

Ibid.
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gas’ era, better insulation, and appliances, particularly heating systems,
becoming more EE. 75

Figure 3.9: Carbon Emissions per Household76

3.3.4 Energy Efficiency
The UK has some of the oldest and most inefficient housing stock in the EU77,
although this is steadily improving. As around 80% of energy consumed is gas;
this, along with how well the dwelling is insulated, play key roles in overall EE.

3.3.4.1 Energy Efficiency Ratings
The government’s method for measuring EE within a property is via a Standard
Assessment Procedure (SAP), which is used to produce an Energy Performance
Certificate (EPC), which rates a property from 1-100 within bands from A-G.

75

Palmer and Cooper, CSL_CITATION {"citationID":"ituaTUZL","properties":{" p.43-44
Palmer and Cooper, CSL_CITATION {"citationID":"8QgDie3E","properties":{" P.44
77
Department of Energy & Climate Change, The Energy Efficiency Strategy: The Energy
Efficiency Opportunity in the UK. P.22
76
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Although the SAP has been around since 199378, producing an EPC has only
been a legal requirement in the domestic market since October 200879.

In 2012, the average home was 59 points, up from 45 in 1996. In high A-C
bands, the proportion of dwellings increased to 18% from 2%, and the lowest
F-G bands decreased from 29% to 6%. Majority of homes (76%) are within D
or E. 80

Figure 3.10: Average SAP Ratings from 1970 to 201281

SAP ratings have increased primarily due to improvements in insulation, heating
systems, and stricter building regulations for more recent housing stock.82 And
while the SAP/EPC is a good gauge of overall energy efficiency, the system isn’t
perfect. For example, it doesn’t take into account the growing area of
appliances, nor household behaviour.
78

Palmer and Cooper, “United Kingdom Housing Energy Fact File 2012,” 2013. p.40
“How a Green Deal Assessment Can Help Meet Your EPC Requirements.”
80
Department for Communities & Local Government, English Housing Survey HOUSEHOLDS
2012-13. 41-42
81
Palmer and Cooper, “United Kingdom Housing Energy Fact File 2012,” 2013. p.41
82
Palmer and Cooper, “United Kingdom Housing Energy Fact File 2012,” 2013.
79
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3.4 Heating and Insulation
To achieve the government’s 2050 targets, the emissions footprint of buildings
will need to be almost zero83. As heating accounts for more than 80% of the
domestic sector consumption and 23% of total UK demand84, this is an
important area.

3.4.1 Current Heating
Central heating has boomed since the 1970’s and around 90% of households
today utilise it, mostly via a gas boiler (95%). This has led to higher but more
consistent internal temperatures through control systems as highlighted in
figure 3.11. These systems ideally control individual rooms, although 70% of
central heating systems currently lack this function.

Figure 3.11: Average Internal and External Temperatures of Homes85

83

Department of Energy & Climate Change, The Carbon Plan: Delivering Our Low Carbon

Future. P.30
84
85

Department of Energy & Climate Change, The Future of Heating: Meeting the Challenge . P.66
Ibid. p.70
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Two-thirds of boilers are ‘combi’ boilers, meaning they provide space heating
and instant hot water eliminating the need for a hot water tank. A third of these
are condensing combi boilers, which extracts additional heat from waste gases,
are 10% more efficient than non-condensing boilers, and can achieve
efficiencies up to 90%.

3.4.2 Future Heating
Although gas, the primary heating-fuel currently, has a lower carbon content
than other forms of fossil fuels, to decrease emissions to ‘almost zero’ by 2050,
further changes need to be made, which is shown in figure 3.12. Although
there are a range of LCT for heating commercially available now, the market
and expertise is slight in comparison, therefore mass deployment isn’t expected
until the 2020s86.

The current range of LCTs for heating include:


Heat pumps – either air (ASHP), ground (GSHP) or water heat pumps
harness ambient air or water and using a compression/evaporation cycle
deliver heat into rooms via heat emitters (usually radiators); gas absorption
heat pumps are also expected on the market to provide a more efficient
alternative to the boiler



Biomass – such as wood burners use renewable resources like wood chips



Solar thermal – hot water via the sun

Department of Energy & Climate Change, The Carbon Plan: Delivering Our Low
Carbon Future. P.6
86
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Electric storage heaters – utilising cheaper off-peak electricity or ideally
excess electricity from solar photovoltaics (PV)



Flue gas heat recovery – improves efficiency of existing boiler by recycling
waste heat prior to being ejected via the flue

Figure 3.12: Potential Future Heating by Technology87

3.4.3 Barriers to Low Carbon Technology Heating


Lack of awareness – studies indicate very few people understand their
heating systems, and generally aren’t aware of how much gas they
consume, except that it is ‘about average’



Trusted advice and qualified installers – information can be generic,
confusing, and it’s difficult to tell whether the advice received is sales
orientated or the full range of options are presented.

87

Department of Energy & Climate Change, The Future of Heating: Meeting the Challenge.

P.78
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Cost – boiler technology is mature and costs are kept low through mass
production



Trust in technology – boilers have proven themselves, therefore people
worry about the disruption of a new technology



Limited upgrade opportunities - majority of homeowners would only
consider a new heating system if their current one has broken down88

3.4.4 Insulation
Almost all dwellings have some sort of insulation, which has increased from
1987 when close to 5 million had none. Classifications have changed over the
years, however; full insulation today is classified as: at least 100mm of loft
insulation, cavity wall insulation (not solid wall), and at least 80% of windows
with double-glazing.

Figure 3.13: Comparison of Household Insulation Measures89

88
89

Ibid. P.79-82
Palmer and Cooper, “United Kingdom Housing Energy Fact File 2012,” 2013. p.51
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More than 90% households have some form of loft insulation up from 50% in
the 70’s, although often homes have inadequate levels. There has also been a
40-fold increase (65% total) with cavity wall insulation, however, solid wall
insulation has only been on the radar recently. In 2008, around 30,000 solid
wall properties were fitted with insulation: 60% external wall, and 35%
internal, and 15% used insulated wallpaper. Now over 200,000 homes have
installed solid wall insulation.90

Figure 3.14: Impact of Insulation Measures91

Note: U-value is a measure of heat loss in a section of the building envelope (wall, floor, roof,
or window), and the lower the value the more thermally efficient. 92

3.4.5 Window Glazing
The number of homes with double-glazing has grown 12-fold since the 70’s,
although the official figures for ‘double-glazing’ refers only to sealed units and
not necessarily a secondary-glaze. Glazing units have improved over the years,
and there are a number of choices on the market from double windowpanes

90
91
92

Palmer and Cooper, CSL_CITATION {"citationID":"GJscclXn","properties":{" P.42-55
Department of Energy & Climate Change and HM Goverment, 2050 Pathways Analysis.
“U-Values: Definition and Calculation.”
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only to triple-paned argon-filled. In theory, units can last up to 35 years, but in
practice it is well short of that and failed units must be replaced.93

Figure 3.15: Double-glazing from 1970 to 200794

3.5 Behaviours and Motivation
As EE increases more emphasis will be on how people actually use energy in
the home. Behaviours and motivation within a household are highly complex
and can take many different forms.

3.5.1 Behaviour
Households with high or low consumption levels appear to have ordinary
clusters of behaviour that produces their individual result. Many clusters are still
not fully understood, such as:

93
94

Palmer and Cooper, “United Kingdom Housing Energy Fact File 2012,” 2013. P.56-57
Palmer and Cooper, CSL_CITATION {"citationID":"TdhL28Rh","properties":{" P.56
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The top 10% of gas consumers use four times as much as the bottom
10%, which modelling based on factors such as: property type, income
or tenure, cannot explain



Properties with similar physical characteristics and low EPC results, can
vary as much as £900 in their annual gas bill



Households with central heating and individual room temperature
control, have similar energy demands than households with no controls



Those who pay attention to their gas consumption, and believe they are
‘energy conscious’, tend to have bills 10% higher than the national
average

Awareness overall is low, and research suggests that most households believe
they are already consuming as little energy as possible, and any suggestion to
reduce consumption can be perceived as a threat to their comfort95.

Cambridge Architectural Research studied everyday behaviour of householders
that would yield the highest potential energy savings. Forty-five common
behaviours were examined, and perhaps, not surprisingly, the top five results
focused around heating.


Turn thermostat down by 2oC – from 20oC to 18oC (33 TWh p.a. potential
savings)



Turn thermostat down by 1oC – from 19oC to 18oC (16 TWh)



Delay start of heating from October to November (11 TWh)

95

Lyndhurst and Department of Energy & Climate Change, Domestic Energy Use Study: To
Understand Why Comparable Households Use Different Amounts of Energy. P.5
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Replace standard shower head with a water efficient shower head and use
twice daily (5 TWh)



Use radiator valves to turn off heating in unused rooms (4 TWh)

The behaviours, particularly some of those lower in list, would surprise many as
there are common misconceptions about what saves the most energy around a
home, such as air-drying clothes instead of using the dryer, or putting the
dishwasher in ‘economy’ mode. Influencing behaviour will require much higher
levels of awareness, plus effective legislation.96

3.5.2 Motivation
Most policies are focused on financial frameworks, however, not all consumers
are influenced by economic drivers. Reducing energy consumption in homes is
deemed to be an achievable aspect of the emissions target, but the challenge
of improving every home and adapting the behaviour of every householder is
enormous.

Studies suggest marketing in the following manner will increase awareness and
uptake of EE measures:


To move beyond the ‘early adopters’, a segmented, as opposed to nationwide, approach is needed



Combining messages of cost, carbon, and comfort waters down single
messages and will only attract a certain segment

96

Palmer, Terry, and Pope, “How Much Energy Could Be Saved by Making Small Changes to
Everyday Household Behaviours.”
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Long-term EE behaviour change is vital and must be brought to people’s
awareness



Many schemes are under-evaluated primarily due to funding, therefore are
falling short of expectations, and capturing the markets attention97

3.6 Policy Instruments
There are a number of policy instruments focused on the domestic sector as
outlined in table 3.1 below.

Table 3.1: Energy Policies within the Domestic Sector98 99
Policy

EE

Low

Policy Type*

Lifecycle

Carbon
Green Deal

X

Existing

2012 +

Energy Company

X

Fuel Poverty

2012-2015

Obligation (ECO)

Difficult to
treat homes

Renewable Heat

X

Existing

2014 +

X

All

2010 +

X

All

2007 +

Smart Meters

X

All

2016-2020

Smarter Heating

X

All

Future

Incentive (RHI)
Feed-in Tariff (FIT)
Energy Performance
Certificate (EPC)

97

Consumer Focus, Donadlson, and Lainé, “What’s in It for Me? Using the Benefits of Energy
Efficiency to Overcome the Barriers.” P.4-6
98
“Helping Households to Cut Their Energy Bills - Policy - GOV.UK.”
99
“Increasing the Use of Low-Carbon Technologies - Policy - GOV.UK.”
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Controls Program
Code for Sustainable

X

X

New

2007 +

X

X

New

2016 +

X

Exist

Future

X

Fuel Poverty

2014 +

Homes
Beyond Zero
Emissions
Domestic Private
Rented Sector
Big Energy Saving
Network
*Policy type refers to whether the policy is designed for an existing property, a new build, or
those considered in fuel poverty

Figure 3.16 shows key dates for the primary policy instruments.
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Figure 3.16: Key Dates for Primary Policy Instruments to 2020100

100

Department of Energy & Climate Change, The Carbon Plan: Delivering Our Low Carbon

Future. P.34
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The primary policy for energy efficiency is the Green Deal, and for low carbon,
the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI). Below shows how these two main
policies, along with a number of others, interact within a home.

Figure 3.17: Interaction between Primary Domestic Energy Policies101

3.6.1 Green Deal (GD)
The GD was launched in January 2013 with the primary aim of tackling EE
barriers, such as high capital costs. The GD Plan is a finance mechanism,
equivalent to a personal loan through an energy company, which allows the bill
payer to pay back the EE measures through their energy bills. To qualify for
financing, a ‘golden rule’ must be adhered to: the expected financial savings
must be equal or greater than the costs attached to the energy bill, ie,

101

Department of Energy & Climate Change, The Energy Efficiency Strategy: The Energy

Efficiency Opportunity in the UK. P.44
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repayments will be no more than what the household should save in energy
costs.102

There are a number of people in the GD chain, including:


GD Assessor – the first point of contact, generates a GD Advice Report
(GDAR) that recommends EE improvements, their estimated savings and
schemes that may assist financially



GD Provider – the householder then takes the GDAR to the Provider



GD Installer – takes further measurements of the property on the instruction
of the Provider to generate a quote for capital costs



GD Finance – the quotes are given to Finance to determine what finance, if
any, the property qualifies for103

Since the beginning of the program, there have been close to half a million GD
Assessments lodged, and are now averaging over 30,000 per month. Of the
one million measures that have been installed in over 800,000 properties, 97%
were delivered through ECO financing (outlined in 3.6.2), and only 8,133
(0.1%) through a GD Plan.104

102

Department of Energy & Climate Change, “The Green Deal - A Summary of the
Government’s Proposals.” P.5
103
Department of Energy & Climate Change, Domestic Green Deal and Energy Company
Obligation in Great Britain, Monthly Report. P.30
104
Ibid.
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Figure 3.18: Number of Green Deal Assessments per Month105

The main criticisms of GD include: homeowners exploiting the system to
upgrade their boilers, only a tiny fraction of homes adhere to the ‘golden rule’
for full financing, the high interest rate (between 7-11%)106, and the
uncertainty surrounding whether a debt attached to a property will have a
negative impact when selling or leasing to new tenants.

3.6.2 Energy Company Obligation (ECO)
The ECO is a subsidy for insulation (cavity or loft) and boiler repairs or
replacements that works alongside the GD and is for householders who

105
106

Ibid. P.7
“Green Deal Flops as Only Two Get Eco-Loans | The Sunday Times.”
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currently receive government benefits such as: pension, income support, child
tax credits or disability payments; or qualify as ‘difficult to treat’ properties107.

It is funded by energy suppliers, and is worth around £1.3 billion per annum.
However, ECO is winding up in March 2015 and is currently providing 97% of
all measures installed through the GD108. It is difficult to see how GD will
continue to grow, unless there is a second release.

3.6.3 GD Home Improvement Fund (GDHIF)
The first release of the GDHIF was a short-lived two months. From June to July
2014, over 20,000 households managed to get in an application, mostly for
solid wall insulation109. GDHIF is less restrictive than ECO, and the only
eligibility criterion is that the applicant must have a GDAR or an EPC that is less
than 2-years old. Applicants can receive up to £1000 (lower than the generous
£7000 first round) towards the cost of installing any two qualifying EE measures
such as: condensing boiler, double or triple glazing, external doors, insulation,
along with the cost of a GD Assessment (approximately £150). Round two
commenced 12 January 2015, and may be withdrawn at any time due to limited
funds.110

107

“Help from Your Energy Supplier: The Energy Company Obligation - GOV.UK.”
“Energy Companies Obligation (ECO) - Helping Households to Cut Their Energy Bills Policies - GOV.UK.”
109
Department of Energy & Climate Change, Domestic Green Deal and Energy Company
Obligation in Great Britain, Monthly Report. P.10
110
“Green Deal.”
108
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3.6.4 Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI)
The RHI scheme commenced in April 2014, and is designed to encourage
uptake of renewable heating in homes, particularly those 4 million homes off
the gas grid that have the most potential to save money on their energy bills111.
It aims to increase renewable heat from 2% currently to 12% by 2020112. For
seven years, the RHI will pay the following tariffs (although these are subject to
degression113) to owners of one of the four eligible heating technologies in
single dwellings if the technology was installed after July 2009. The owner will
fund upfront costs of the technology through either savings, a loan, or
potentially via GD funding.

Table 3.2: RHI Tariffs per Technology114

Currently air source heat pumps are the most popular technology and account
for almost 40% of all installations.

111

“Domestic Renewable Heat Incentive Public Reports | Ofgem.” P.9
Department of Energy & Climate Change, Renewable Heat Incentive (Domestic) Impact
Assessment. P.1
113
“Domestic Renewable Heat Incentive Public Reports | Ofgem.” P.31
114
“Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) - Increasing the Use of Low-Carbon Technologies - Policies
- GOV.UK.”
112
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Figure 3.19: RHI Accreditations by Technology from April to October 2014115

Figure 3.20: RHI Tariff Payments per Technology from July to December
2014116

115
116

Ofgem, Domestic Renewable Heat Incentive Quarterly Report . P.2
“Domestic Renewable Heat Incentive Public Reports | Ofgem.”
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3.7.3 Feed-in Tariff (FIT)
This scheme was introduced in April 2010 for low-carbon electricity using smallscale systems (<5 MW). The eligible technologies are: solar photovoltaic (PV),
wind, hydro, anaerobic digestion, and micro Combined Heat and Power (CHP).
Until 31 March 2015, the FIT tariff was 13.88p/kWh and the export tariff
4.77p/kWh117 (electricity that is exported to the grid), which will vary over the
life of system.

Figure 3.21: GD combined with Solar PV under FIT118

117

“Solar Panels | Energy Saving Trust.”
Department of Energy & Climate Change, “How the Green Deal and Feed-in Tariffs Work
Together.”
118
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In January 2015, 3GW of renewable capacity was reached under FIT120, and
nearly double the number of installations forecast by DECC; however, the
amount of electricity generated per installation is considerably lower.

Figure 3.22: FIT Uptake and Electricity Generation versus DECC Predictions121

Majority of the installations are domestic (96%), however, domestic
installations only count for 65% of total installed capacity in the scheme. Almost
80% of this installed capacity is solar PV.122

Figure 3.23: Tonnes of CO2e Saved via FIT and Cost per Tonne123

120
121
122
123

Ofgem, “Feed-in Tariffs Scheme.”
Ofgem, Feed-in Tariff Annual Report 2013-14. P.39
Ibid. P.24-25
Ibid. P.20
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3.7.4 Smart Meters
Smart meters will replace standard gas and electricity meters, and will be rolled
out by energy companies to the majority of households (but will not be
compulsory) from 2016 to 2020. The meters will provide real time information
in numbers householders can understand, ie, pounds and pence, and if
engaged with actively, raise the potential for householders utilising their energy
more economically, while reducing consumption and emissions.124

Figure 3.24: Overview of a Smart Meter Setup125

Smart meters could lead to a 5% fall in energy consumption, saving the
average household £65 per annum126. Critics declare smart meters pose health
risks, privacy violations, safety issues, and are ‘nothing but a tax machine to
take money out of people’s pockets’127. More reasonable critics say that
consumers will be pressured to install the £215 meters (paid back via their

124
125
126
127

“Smart Meters - Helping Households to Cut Their Energy Bills - Policies - GOV.UK.”
Department of Energy & Climate Change, “The Smart Metering System.”
Oxford Economics, “Oxford Economics: The Value of Smart Metering to Great Britain.”
“Stop Smart Meters! (UK).”
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energy bills) with the costly in-home display, which will be redundant and on
smart phones within years128.

3.7.5 Energy Performance Certificates (EPC)
Since 2007, all homes that have been built, sold, or rented require an EPC. The
primary areas assessed are: property size, insulation, glazing, heating, lighting,
and any LCT such as solar PV. The report contains information about the typical
energy consumption, costs, CO2-e emissions, as well as recommendations to
reduce energy and save money.

An EPC is valid for 10 years and failure to obtain one will result in a £200
fine129. Not every dwelling needs an EPC, such as: temporary buildings (less
than 2 years), holiday accommodation (rented for less than 4 months per year),
or listed buildings

130

(under EU law this is a grey area131).

While a number of reports have highlighted that buildings with a low EPC rating
can actually be more energy efficient than one with a higher rating132, there is
at least a system in place that is relatively cost and time effective to assess a
property’s basic energy efficiency.

A higher EE home was assumed to attract higher selling prices, which in turn
would also motivate householders down the EE path, however, a study
128

“Will a Smart Meter Save Me Money? - Telegraph.”
“Energy Performance Certificates - What Are They? | Energy Performance Certificates.”
130
“Buying or Selling Your Home - GOV.UK.”
131
“EPCs and Listed Buildings.”
132
Jones Lang LaSalle and Better Buildings Partnership, “A Tale of Two Buildings: Are EPCs a
True Indicator of Energy Efficiency?”
129
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determined it was still a much weaker determinate than other attributes such
as: size, location, and type of dwelling.133

This might also have something to do with how some consumers feel about the
EPC: ‘...after the first few sentences I’ve lost the will to live because it’s far too
technical for me’, and ‘I would change it radically because I fall asleep...my 16year-old daughter could do a better job with her Apple Mac.’134

3.7.6 Domestic Private Rented Sector (DPRS) Regulations
By April 2016, tenants will have the right to request EE measures; and by April
2018 all eligible properties must be improved to a minimum EE standard before
letting. It is proposed that through this regulation, minimum EE standards will
rise to a minimum C-rating in this sector by 2030.

However, landlords will not be forced to pay, and will only have to comply if
there is 100% funding available, primarily through the GD (with the onus on
the tenant to determine this), and minimum standards will only apply to
properties with F or G-ratings (11% of stock currently).135

Whether this will be enough to raise the entire DPRS stock to a C-rating
remains to be seen.

133

Department of Energy & Climate Change, An Investigation on the Effect of EPC Ratings on

Housing Prices. P.4-5
134

Lainé and Consumer Focus, “As Easy as EPC? Consumer Views on the Content and Format
of the Energy Performance Certificate.” P.13
135
Department of Energy & Climate Change, Private Rented Sector Energy Efficiency
Regulations (Domestic) (England and Wales). P..11-13
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Part 4: Case Study
4.1 Sheffield SuperHome – A Retrofitted Property
Seb recently bought a south-facing 1930’s home in Sheffield to transform it into
a ‘SuperHome’. I visited his property in October 2014 during a SuperHomes
Open Day. The Sustainable Energy Academy started the SuperHomes project in
2007 to inspire and educate homeowners to ‘green-up’ their homes, and
participating properties must have reduced their carbon emissions by at least
60%136.

Seb’s emissions have been reduced
by 79%, installing measures such
as: insulation, argon-filled doubleglazing, solar PV, solar water
heating, a wood burning stove, and
a large condensing boiler. His
primary motivation for
implementing measures was
because he is environmentally
conscientious and believes
everyone should ‘do their bit’.
Saving money on energy bills was
a ‘lower priority’ because he thinks

Image 4.1: Sebs’s south facing roof makes the most
of the British sun
Source: Author’s own library

his money invested elsewhere would yield higher returns.

136

“SuperHomes - About Us.”
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He borrowed £10,000 on his mortgage to install measures, and although his
knowledge about the GD appeared to be limited, he considers the scheme a
‘mess’ and didn’t consider a GD plan as the interest rates are higher, and he
‘guessed’ that a personal loan against a property would be a liability if he
wanted to sell. He does, however, use FIT with his 2.5kWp PV system, which
he estimates is earning £800 per year, his newspaper-pulp cavity wall insulation
was free from a council program, and he was arranging a GD assessment so he
could retroactively claim for his boiler and new radiators via the GDHIF or ECO,
and a tariff for the solar hot water via the RHI.

In Seb’s opinion, the cavity wall insulation is ‘by far the best measure’, while
the 1000 litre boiler was the ‘most costly mistake’. It cost £7000, was very
difficult to get into the property, and he ‘ran out of money’ to buy an air or
water pump to go with it. His favourite measure is the simple wood heater, but
is unsure whether you can really call the fuel ‘renewable’. Overall, he estimates
he is saving £600 on energy bills each year, plus the FIT £800, therefore
payback will be around 7-years before interest.

What Seb and other SuperHome ‘pioneers’ are achieving in their homes is very
admirable, however, they have spent a lot of their own time and money
researching options to reduce their personal carbon footprint. This doesn’t
reflect your typical householder. At least not yet.
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4.2 St Mary’s Cottage – A Hypothetical Retrofit
With this case study, I wanted to go down a path that is possible for any
householder to increase the EE of their property, and therefore find out what
was achievable and where the sticking points were. Although the EPC isn’t
perfect, it does give concrete numbers, so it’s possible to compare various
packages of installation measures and see how they stack up. I chose St Mary’s
Cottage (SMC) because conveniently I live here (for close to 2 years with my
husband), we privately-rent, it was built in the late 18th century, and is a Grade
II listed property137. It therefore has more challenges than most, so in theory if
I could make it work with this property, others should be able to more easily.

SMC is close to central York and
the owners, Tony and Cherry, live
in a house around the corner and
split their time between York and
London. They own a number of
investment properties, primarily
in London, and appear to be
typical investors: he is concerned
with the numbers and she is
concerned with the aesthetics,
particularly of the garden.

137

Image 4.2: St Mary’s Cottage is through the green gate and
occupies the garden behind and majority of the building to
the right
Source: Author’s own library

“1257384 - The National Heritage List for England | English Heritage.”
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Anything pre-1900 is considered on the low EE end by the SAP program (used
to generate an EPC) and being a listed property (there are 1345 Grade II listed
buildings in York138) adds time and expense, as planning permission for almost
everything must be obtained from a local conservation officer139.

The 145m2 southwest-facing property is comprised of: three bedrooms and two
bathrooms on the first floor; and a kitchen, living, dining room, and hall on the
ground floor. A garden runs across the face of the building.

4.3 Domestic Energy Assessor (DEA) Course
As the primary measurement for the case study is an EPC, I enrolled in a 3-day
DEA course via a certified provider, Stroma, in November 2014. The job of a
DEA is to collect data and measurements about an existing domestic property in
order to generate an EPC via the online SAP system.140

The course outline was 2 days of in-house classroom study via a 240-page
booklet and 700 slides (tough after a heavy English lunch!), and 1 day in-thefield case study. The topics ranged from: property construction and identifying
age; surveying and measuring; insulation, heating systems and LCT.
Conducting an in-the-field assessment helped cement the classroom education
and gave me the ability to conduct my own EPC for the SMC case study.

138
139
140

“Listed Buildings - City of York Council.”
“Listed Buildings | English Heritage.”
“DEA Training Course.”
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4.4 Energy Performance Certificates of St Mary’s Cottage
4.4.1 Initial Energy Performance Certificate
The most recent EPC review was conducted on the cottage in July 2009,
therefore another is not due until 2019.

Figure 4.1: Energy Efficiency and Environmental Impact Rating for SMC141

The cottage received an EPC EE-rating of D63 as shown in figure 4.1, which is
four points higher than the average home, and an environmental impact (EI)
rating of D58. The positive aspects, which the report highlighted are: the thick
loft insulation (200mm), and the high-EE condensing gas boiler. The ‘very poor’
aspects are: uninsulated solid brick walls and floors, the single-glazed windows,
and there was no low-energy lighting. The new-style EPC now features a starrating system from 1 to 5 (one-star now equates to ‘very poor’) and the EI
rating has been removed from the front page, as the two ratings confused
people142. I will focus on the standard EE-rating.

141

Certificate, St Mary’s Cottage EPC July 2009.
Lainé and Consumer Focus, “As Easy as EPC? Consumer Views on the Content and Format
of the Energy Performance Certificate.” P.14
142
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Figure 4.2: Summary of Energy Performance Related Features for SMC143

4.4.2 New Energy Performance Certificate
With my newfound DEA knowledge, I created a baseline EPC for SMC, as
outlined in the tables below, which could then be manipulated to determine the
rating impact of various measures.

Table 4.1: Property Specifications
Specifications

Description

Name/Address

St Mary’s Cottage, 62 Marygate, York YO30 7BH

Type

Enclosed end terraced house

Age band

1790 (approx), ie, pre-1900

Habitable rooms

6 – 3 x bedrooms, living, dining & kitchen/diner

143

Certificate, St Mary’s Cottage EPC July 2009.
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Bathroom type

1 x mixer shower, no bath + 1 x mixer shower, with
bath

Restrictions

Narrow loft access, Grade II listing

First floor dimensions

68.0m2 (area), 2.9m (ceiling height), 18.0m (HLP*)

*Heat Loss Perimeter – all walls not joining other
buildings
72.7m2 (area), 2.6 (ceiling height), 19.8m (HLP)

Ground floor
dimensions

Table 4.2: Building Construction and Insulation Measures
Area
Floor

Description
Tile (kitchen, bathrooms), carpet over floorboards (living areas),
original Victorian tiling (hallway), no insulation

Walls

As built solid brick, 0.18m wall thickness (approx), U-value 2.1
(taken from Stroma handout), no insulation

Roof

Tile, pitched roof, 0.2m loft insulation

Windows

13.0m2 (total glazed area), single-glaze, pre-1900, no draught
proofing

The lack of wall insulation is a key area for EE. Solid walls are problematic as
the insulation must be added to the property externally or internally. Externally,
means changing the entire 18th century exterior, and therefore unlikely to be
approved as a listed property, leaving internal insulation, which would shrink
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the floor area. It’s also unlikely the original windows could be completely
replaced, however, secondary glazing is a possibility.

Table 4.3: Heating, Lighting, and Energy
Element

Description

Main heating

Vokera compact 29 ‘combi’* gas condensing boiler, with 10

(space & water)

x radiators and 2 x heated towel racks for central heating

Heating controls

Honeywell CM67 programmable thermostat

Secondary

2 x Dimplex, Brayford electric heaters in living & dining

heating

fireplaces

Lighting

32 x fixed lighting outlets, 7 x low-energy lighting (20%
approx)

Energy meters

Standard single gas and electricity meters

The Vokera 29 ‘combi’ boiler is a current model, and was bought sometime
after 2010. It has a high theoretical EE rating of 90.1% (A-rated)144, and as the
average condensing boiler lasts 15 years145, this one wouldn’t be due for
replacement until 2025. A high-efficiency boiler like this one will be cheaper to
run than a heat pump, plus likely to have lower emissions (with current
technology)146; and as a heat pump needs considerable outdoor space,
planning permission may be rejected147. Replacing the boiler does not appear to
be a viable option.

144
145
146
147

“Vokera Compact 29 Gas - Boiler Efficiency Ratings.”
“Condensing Boilers – High Efficiency Gas, LPG and Oil Boilers.”
“Air Source Heat Pumps vs. Gas Boilers » Narec Distributed Energy.”
“Air Source Heat Pumps | Energy Saving Trust.”
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The heating controls could be improved, as they cannot control individual
rooms. The secondary heating in the unused fireplaces, are highly inefficient
electric heaters that resemble a flame. Incandescent globes have been replaced
by low-energy globes in the primary lit areas, however, there are numerous
50W downlights in the kitchen and bathrooms that have not been replaced
because they are rarely used (there are other lighting options here). This
behavioural aspect is not taken into consideration in the EPC, it only recognises
that 80% of the lights are not low-energy.

Entering the data into the SAP program produced an EE-rating of D57, 6-points
below the 2009 EPC of D63, which was perplexing as nothing has changed
except there is now some low-energy lighting therefore the rating should have
increased. After manipulation of the measures, I discovered that by removing
the secondary heating as on the initial EPC (as they are not firmly fixed to a
wall they can technically be discarded), the EPC came out the same, D63.

4.4.3 Best Hypothetical Rating
To determine the best hypothetical rating individual measures were changed
independently to determine how they affected the baseline EPC of D57 as
shown in table 4.4. Some measures, however, could not be changed, for
example, it will always be pre-1900.
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Table 4.4: How Measure Variability Influences the EPC EE Rating
EPC EE-Rating

Measures Changed

D63

Initial EPC from 2009

D57

New baseline EPC from 2015

D58

100% draught-proofing

D57

Decreased heated habitable rooms from 6 to 5 (kitchen is a
borderline kitchen/diner)

D69

External/internal wall insulation 200mm (max)

D67

External/internal wall insulation 50mm (min)

D59

Floor insulation 150mm (max)

D58

Floor insulation 50mm (min)

D60

100% Triple-glazing

E59

100% Double-glazing

D58

50% double-glazing

E59

100% low-energy lighting

E58

Add a wind turbine (with unknown specs)

D66

Solar PV 2.5kWp, 45o roof pitch, SW-facing, little shadowing,
mains connected

C71

Solar PV 4kWp, 45o roof pitch, SW-facing, little shadowing,
mains connected

D59

Solar hot water system

D63

Removing the secondary heating

A94

Best of all measures combined (highlighted)
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It’s possible to achieve an A-rating at SMC! The measures that stand out are
the solid wall insulation, adding a 4kWp PV array, and removing the secondary
heating. Some surprises were the glazing, wind turbine, and solar hot water
heating, which were assumed would contribute more significant increases.
Unfortunately the system kept producing errors when trying to change to a
heat pump, however, the current boiler is classified as four-star, therefore it’s
unlikely to change the overall rating much.

4.5 Green Deal Assessment (GDA)
Andrew Parkins from Stroma kindly came to St Mary’s Cottage and conducted a
GDA of the property.

4.5.1 Green Deal Recommended Improvements (GDRI)
Where the GD differs from the EPC is behavioural questions. Andrew asked me
to prepare energy consumption data in advance, and asked questions such as:


What is you thermostat set to? 19oC. As it’s in the hallway, which is cooler,
we normally add an extra 3oC to compensate for this, so I will input 22oC.

Really? And how often is it set to stay on at your set temperature? In
winter, from 7.30 to 10pm. That’s quite excessive. Oh, is it (blush)?


What do you pay per kWh for both electricity and gas ? Electricity

13.16p/kWh and gas 4.28p/kWh. Did you do any research on the best deals
before moving in ? No, to be honest, we kept SSE (Scottish Southern

Energy) just because it was easier. With your level of consumption you
should shop around as that rate is certainly up there. (Blush again.)
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Our current energy supplier is SSE. Figure 4.3 is the energy consumption chart,
which doesn’t reflect the consumption pattern accurately as sometimes I
submitted the meter reading, sometimes a meter man came, and sometimes
the reading was estimated. However, the overall consumption is correct as I
submitted the most recent reading.

Figure 4.3: Gas and Electricity Consumption from April 2013 to February 2015
700
600
500
400
300
200

Electricity (kwh)
Gas (kWh)

100
0

Note: Consumption data was provided quarterly

Overall, per annum, electricity consumption is 2,639kWh and £462, and gas
24,542kWh and £1206. Despite the quarterly inaccuracies, there is still a clear
consumption trend over the winter months.

Andrew produced a GDAR that outlines recommended improvements, potential
finance schemes, and estimated savings if implemented outlined in table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: GD Improvements Recommended for SMC148
Improvements

Finance Schemes

Estimated Annual
Savings

Loft insulation

ECO

£15

Solid wall insulation

GDHIF + ECO

£150

Draught-proofing

ECO

£39

Secondary glazing

GDHIF + ECO

£72

High performance external

GDHIF + ECO

£12

doors
Solar PV panels

£345 + £392 (FIT
income)

Total

£633 + £392 income

The loft insulation has apparently degraded, so it needs topping up. He believes
that only internal wall insulation would be approved for this property, which is
more time consuming and costly, and not always as effective as it has to
manoeuvre around things such as cupboards and pipes. Draught-proofing
would need to be ‘bespoke’ (customised) due to the age of the windows and
doors. Secondary glazing would work as it wouldn’t change the external
appearance, but would also be customised. And solar would work well (if
planning permission was granted) because of the south-west orientation and
no-shading factor.

148

Stroma Certification and Parkin, “Green Deal Advice Report Occupancy Assessment for St
Mary’s Cottage.”
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He considered it too difficult and costly to warrant insulating the floor, unless
the floor had to come up for another reason, and due to the boiler’s young age
and high efficiency, he deemed it not cost effective whatsoever to replace it at
present.

4.5.2 GD Recommended Improvements Capital Costs with Finance Mechanisms
This is a hypothetical study and the following are estimates from Andrew’s
expertise, plus research and calculations. Table 4.6 outlines the schemes that
could potentially assist financially with improvement measures, and then how
much would be left for the homeowner to contribute.

Table 4.6: GDRI Capital Costs with Finance Mechanisms
Improvements

Scheme

Estimated
Capital Costs

Scheme
Contributions

Left to Pay

Loft insulation

ECO

£500

£500

£0

Solid Wall

ECO

£6000

£6000

£0

ECO

£1000

£1000

£0

Secondary

ECO +

£2000

£500 + £500

£1000

glazing

GDHIF

High perform

ECO +

£2000

£500 + £500

£1000

external doors

GDHIF

Solar PV

GD Plan

£6800

£2970

£3830

£18,300

£12,470

£5,830

insulation
Draughtproofing

panels

Total
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4.5.2.1 ECO
From the language on government websites149’150, my understanding was that
this scheme was for people classified as being in ‘fuel poverty’. Andrew
explained that SMC would most likely be eligible as a ‘difficult to treat property’.

Andrew believes that a GD Provider would probably be able to find a way
through ECO that could pay for all of the loft and solid wall insulation, plus the
draught-proofing, and possibly something towards the secondary-glazing and
external doors.

4.5.2.2 GDHIF
Up to £1000 is available towards two EE measures, plus the cost of the GDAR,
which could potentially be split between the secondary-glazing and doors.

4.5.2.3 FIT and RHI
Both the FIT and RHI provide income over the life of a LCT system, and don’t
assist with capital costs. The FIT income can be used with the recommended
PV system, which is eligible for capital cost assistance, however, unless the
GDAR recommends a new heating system, then it wouldn’t be eligible for
assistance through any scheme. If the owners decided to purchase a new
heating system that qualified under the RHI, then they would be eligible for
income.

149

“Energy Companies Obligation (ECO) - Helping Households to Cut Their Energy Bills Policies - GOV.UK.”
150
“Help from Your Energy Supplier.”
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4.5.2.4 GD Plan
This finance mechanism is the most confusing of all, so little wonder very few
people have taken it up.

It’s not mentioned at all with the GDRI on the first page, however, buried on
the second page, it says: ‘The improvements listed on page 1 are estimated to
save...this would be the maximum amount that would be payable under a GD
Plan for that package of improvements in the first year.’ This statement doesn’t
exude clarity, however, with persistence (and brain strain) the maximum loan
that would be available under a GD Plan for a 4kWp PV system was calculated,
as well as potential income from FIT and the export tariffs as shown in table
4.7. The potential electricity generation was calculated in section 4.6.2 Solar
PV.

Table 4.7: 4kWp Solar PV with GD Plan, FIT and Export Tariff
Item

Description

Amount

Capital costs

System and installation costs151

£6800

Electricity

Consumption in SMC, 4/2013 to 3/2014

2403kWh

Current tariff 13.16p/kWh

£316

Potential

Electricity generation from 4kWp PV system in

2851kWh

electricity

York

consumption
Cost of elec.
consumed

]\
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Electricity

As 4kWp system produces more electricity than

£316

savings

consumed, the entire £316 will be saved

Export

Potential – Consumption

448kWh

Export tariff

Export tariff 4.77p/kWh

£21

FIT tariff

Potential x 13.88p/kWh (current tariff)

£396

Annual income

Savings + export tariff + FIT tariff

£733

GD Plan

‘Golden rule’ states max can borrow is max

£316

(max annual

savings on energy bill per annum

generation

loan payment)
GD Plan

Standard GD loan is 20 years at 8.6%

(max loan for

interest152, max repayment including both

capital costs)

principal and interest cannot exceed £316 per

£2970

annum (principal only)
GD Plan

The amount that must be paid back over the

(total loan

life of the loan (principal and interest),

repayment)

ie, £316 x 20

Outstanding

Capital costs – GD Plan

capital

(£6800 - £2970)

Owner capital

Owner is paid the FIT, which will pay back

payback period

capital costs: Capital/FIT = 9.7 years (assuming
no interest)

152

“Green Deal: Extra Energy Savings - MoneySavingExpert.”

£6320

£3830

9.7 years
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After the payback period: £396 x 10.3

£4079

Owner annual

Capital to be funded under 3.5% mortgage loan

£77

payments via

x 20 years : £9465 (principal + interest) =

mortgage

£39.44 (monthly payments) x 12 = £473 - £396

after payback

generation tariff
Net annual

Annual savings/income – GD Plan (max annual

£417

savings/income loan payment)
Income over

Annual income x 20

£14,660

Net income

Income – outstanding capital – GD loan

£4510

over 20 years

repayment

20 years

£14,660 - £3830 - £6320 = £4510

4.5.3 GD Conclusions
Thoroughly understanding the GD is not for the fainthearted. The financial
mechanisms are opaque, and use non-committal language such as ‘help may be
available...’ or ‘you could receive income...’ are difficult to understand, and
don’t specify capital costs. The GD Assessor provides the consumer with the
somewhat useful GDAR, but then it’s up to the consumer to take things further
along the GD chain starting with a GD Provider.

This, however, is the government’s primary umbrella policy instrument for
domestic EE and LCT, and it’s problematic if the population still aren’t motivated
to retrofit their home. Except those who want a new gas boiler of course.
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4.6 Feasibility of Installing Measures
This Section considers the recommended measures to determine if they are
feasible to install at SMC.

4.6.1 Insulation
Insulating a building envelope is an essential aspect of EE, and as SMC has
solid walls and is a listed property, internal insulation (for the heat loss
perimeter) is the only option. The maximum insulation on the EPC is 200mm,
however, this would reduce the overall floor area up to 8m2, and as there is not
a large difference in the EPC rating of 200mm (max) and 50mm (min), the
minimum insulation, which reduces the area by 2m2, would likely be more
palatable to the owners.

Wallpaper insulation, such as the German 4mm polystyrene material embedded
with graphite particles, could be considered however, experts say that while it
marginally improves thermal comfort, it does little to improve wall EE153.

A quarter of heat is lost through the roof if uninsulated; it’s one of the most
effective and easy to install measures (which is why 90% of homes have it).
Loft insulation is effective for over 40 years154, but needs a regular top-up.

153
154

“Eco Living: Does Insulated Wallpaper Work? - Telegraph.”
“Roof and Loft | Energy Saving Trust.”
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Conclusion: Internal insulation can be ECO-funded, and 50mm would add to the
thermal efficiency, while not eliminating much floor area. A top up of loft
insulation is a no-brainer (yes!).

4.6.2 Solar PV
Although the UK is not known for its plentiful
sunshine, trends are showing an increased
uptake of solar PV. In the height of summer,
York has an average solar insolation of
4.78kWh/m2/day, which is almost half that of
Perth’s sunniest month155. Typical arrays
range from 2.5 to 4kWp156, compared with 1
to 1.5kWp in Australia157.

Image 4.3: St Mary’s Cottage – the middle
terracotta roof – has virtually no shading
and is south-west facing, making it an ideal
PV candidate
Source: Google Maps

SMC is blessed with a 220o south-west orientation with essentially no shading,
which makes solar PV appealing. Using the average monthly solar insolation
figures for York (and assumed efficiency of 75%), figure 4.4 below shows the
potential energy of a 2.5kWp and 4kWp PV system compared to the first year
of electricity consumed.

155
156
157

“Solar Irradiance Calculator - Useful Sun Power Tool.”
“Solar Panels | Energy Saving Trust.”
“How Many Solar Panels Do I Need for My Family? - AGL Solar Energy.”
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Figure 4.4: Electricity Consumption vs Electricity from 2.5kWp and 4kWp PV
between April 2013 and March 2014
500
450
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250
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200
150
100
50
0
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Consumption between April-2013 and March-2014 is 2403kWh, the 2.5kWp
array can provide 75% (1782kWh) of that (this doesn’t take into account peak
loading). A 4kWp can provide 2851kWh, for only 20% more capital cost158159; it
therefore makes more sense financially to invest in a 4kWp system.

This is not a straightforward measure, particularly for a privately-rented
property, as the GD Plan won’t pay the full capital costs, therefore the owners
would have to pay the rest. The owners would be entitled to the FIT payments,
but won’t benefit from lower bills. Theoretically the tenants won’t see any
difference in their bills using the GD Plan as the loan is paid via the savings in
their energy bills.
158
159

Energy Saving Trust, “Solar Energy Calculator Results for 2.5kW System.”
Energy Saving Trust, “Solar Energy Calculator Results for 4kW System.”
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If the system is still working after 20 years, both the owner and the tenant win
– reduced energy bills for the tenant, and income for the owner. But what if
there are problems along the way? For example: The system stops producing
for a few months before the tenant notices – who is responsible for the monthly
GD repayments? The system breaks down regularly and doesn’t produce close
to what it should – will the owner cover the difference in the energy bills? If
tenants are coming and going regularly, will the idea of a debt via their energy
bills put people off renting the property?

As a PV solar array would be an external addition to the listed property, preapplication approval (with a minimum cost of £144160) from York council would
need to be sought. The planning department informed me that nine listed
building applications have been lodged for solar PV since 2008 and seven were
permitted (the other two were withdrawn), therefore it seems likely that PV
would be approved.

Conclusion: Given the complexity of the arrangement at a private-rented
property, unless the owners are very eco-minded, it’s difficult to see the
attraction given the potential risks. It is feasible though, and will pay for itself in
less than 10 years and then start producing income for the owners. Therefore it
pulls through, just, as a yes.

160

“Pre-Application Advice - City of York Council.”
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4.6.3 Window Glazing
Windows are one of the key characteristics of historic buildings and replacing
them can significantly alter the appearance, which the listing process is
designed to protect161. An option for historic properties is secondary glazing,
which retains the existing windows and adds another layer inside, which
although must be applied for once again, is typically approved as outward
aesthetics are unchanged.

Single-glaze timber-framed windows, as in SMC, have a U-value of around
4.7W/m2K. Adding secondary glazing with sealed units lowers this to
1.6W/m2K.162 Therefore it’s possible to reduce heat loss in this case by around
65% without altering the windows appearance. Other additions such as heavy
curtains or shutters at night can reduce losses further.

Conclusion: Secondary-glazing is a viable option for SMC and will ensure the
aesthetics of the property remain intact. It will increase the EE plus also
eliminate draughts and increase the ‘cosy factor’.

4.6.4 Draught-Proofing
In the lead up to winter, there are often a flurry of articles urging householders
to ‘winter-proof your home’, with various DIY suggestions

161
162
163

“Secondary Glazing.”
“Can I Get Secondary Glazing for Windows like Mine?”
“How to Winterproof Your Home | The Sunday Times.”

163

.
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I investigated some of the DIY options, with limited success, however,
according to Andrew, the main draught issues are the two entrance doors and
the windows, which due to their age, would have to be a professional bespoke
job.

Conclusion: Some, minimal DIY improvements can be made, however, majority
will need a professional, but with capital costs taken care of this makes sense
to do.

4.6.5 High Performance External Doors (HPED)
New building regulations require the U-value of doors to be 1.8 W/m2K or less.
HPED can be not only better insulated but made to measure to ensure a tighter
fit in the door frame164.

Unlike the windows, doors would need to be fully replaced, which may not
meet the approval of planning or the owner, even if they look similar. Also,
bespoke draught-proofing to the original doors should make a real difference
without replacement.

Conclusion: Although this measure would be ideal, it isn’t completely necessary,
and if the conservation council or the owners object, the GDHIF funding could
be moved across to other measures.

164

“High Performance External Doors | Centre for Sustainable Energy.”
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4.6.6 Lighting
All of the downlights in the kitchen and bathrooms are 50W each, and although
rarely used, to achieve 100% low-energy lighting it would be necessary to
replace them all.

From Barnitts in York, a 3.5 W, A+ rated, natural white downlight was
purchased for £5.59. It has a 290-lumen output, and a 2-year guarantee165.
Total cost to replace all 25 would be £139.75.

Conclusion: Although lighting is only a small proportion of the overall energy
consumed, for a relatively small up-front cost, all of the light fixtures can
become low-energy with a more natural lighting effect.

4.6.7 Meters and Energy Companies
Although these aren’t specifically outlined in either the GD or EPC, for many,
this may be the first step in understanding their energy consumption, and is
among the ‘lowest hanging fruit’.

I approached three companies about smart meters: British Gas, SSE, and First
Utility166). British Gas informed me that smart meters will be installed by 2020,
SSE said they would install one between 2016 and 2020, and First Utility said I
would be able to request a smart meter after I’d become a customer.

165
166

“Saxby Lighting - GU10 LED SMD 3.5W Natural White.”
“First Utility Power Boss Who Is Arm-Wrestling with Big Six | This Is Money.”
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Given the uncertainty of time frames, smart meters will not be a useful tool for
most households in the near future. However, once they arrive they have the
potential to bring a higher awareness to energy consumption.

Saving money on energy bills is a key driver for EE in the home167, and
companies such as uSwitch, promote comparing and switching energy
companies to find a cheaper deal. By itself this isn’t improving EE, however,
consumers will be forced, at the very least, to examine their current bills.

Studies show that if a consumer has stayed with the same supplier for over a
decade, they have overspent by £1000168. Using uSwitch and the top ranked
suppliers in Which169, the best deal for SMC is through Ovo Energy who
estimate savings of £470 a year.

Conclusion: Harnessing a smart meter and lowering energy bills is potentially
the first step in bringing energy consumption into consumer awareness.

167

Consumer Focus, Donadlson, and Lainé, “What’s in It for Me? Using the Benefits of Energy
Efficiency to Overcome the Barriers.” P.5
168
“Seven Excuses That Will Cost You a Fortune in Energy Bills until You Switch | Money | The
Guardian.”
169
“Energy Companies Reviewed and Rated - Which? Switch.”
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Table 4.8: Summary of Feasible Improvement Measures
Measure

Description

Capital costs after

Conclusion

scheme funding
Internal wall

Lose approx 2m2 of floor area,

insulation

but external insulation not

50mm

feasible

Loft insulation
Solar PV 4kWp

£0

Yes

Top up loft insulation

£0

Yes

Larger size has better returns &

£3830

Yes

£1000

Yes

£0

Yes

£1000

Maybe

Replace all down lights

£130

Yes

First steps to energy awareness

£0

Yes

generates a net £417 in savings
& income per annum
Secondary-

Adding internal glaze retains

glazing

external character

Draught-

Bespoke work on windows and

proofing

external doors retains integrity

High perform

Replacing doors is ideal but might

external doors

create issues with owners/listing
status

Low-energy
lighting
Smart meters
+ switch
energy
companies
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4.7 Owner Approval
I approached the owners of SMC with fourteen questions to determine what
measures were acceptable and the reasons. A summary of their responses
follows in table 4.9.

Table 4.9: Summary of Owner’s Responses to Improvement Measures
Measure

Question

Loft insulation

If fully funded, willing

Response

Approval

Yes

Yes

Yes, would add value

Yes

No

to top up?
Draught-

If customised to

proofing

windows, doors and
paid for?

Internal wall

If paid for, but would

No. Floor area is very

insulation

lose small amount of

valuable, would not be

floor space?

prepared to lose

Secondary-

If retain original

Yes, would even consider

glazing

windows, is bespoke,

partially funding as adds

and fully/partially

value - people can see it,

paid?

unlike wall insulation

Replace doors if fully

No, doors are important

or partially funded?

part of external character

Low-energy

Spend £130 and

No, a waste as they work,

lights

replace all down

would replace as each

lights?

blew, but tenant can

HPED

replace if desired

Yes

No

No
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Install if get yearly

No, doesn’t stack up

income from FIT to

financially. Would consider

pay capital costs and

if fully paid for or tax

income of £400 after

breaks, as can market as

10 years?

eco-home

No

Overall the owners are somewhat interested in EE at SMC, however, they feel
it’s the tenant’s business what they spend on energy. They are more interested
in EE if they feel there will be some added value to the property at the end of
the process. They also rate the character of the property above EE. I would
sum them up as having a typical investor attitude.

4.8 Energy Efficiency Improvement Packages with EPC-rating
Five packages have been identified for EPC-rating comparisons outlined in table
4.10: current, theoretical, feasible, owner, and tenant. The ‘current’ is the EPC I
conducted myself, the ‘theoretical’ is taking the best of the measures possible
for the property, ‘feasible’ is what is actually possible for the property, ‘owner’ is
what the owners would approve, and ‘tenant’ is what the owners would allow
and that tenants could do themselves.
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Table 4.10: Improvement Measure Packages with EPC-ratings
Package

Primary measures

Capital costs after

EPC Rating

scheme funding
Current

Draught-proofing (10%)

N/A

D57

Lots!

A94

Draught-proofing (100%)

£4960

B89

Internal wall insulation (50mm)

(with HPED)

No wall or floor insulation
Loft insulation (200mm)
Single-glazing
Low-energy lighting (22%)
Combi boiler + secondary heating
Theoretical

Draught-proofing (100%)
Internal wall insulation (200mm)
Floor insulation (150mm)
Triple-glazing (100%)
Low-energy lighting (100%)
Wind turbine
Solar PV 4kWp
Solar hot water
Combi boiler only

Feasible

Loft insulation (top up)
Secondary-glazing (100%)

£4460

Low-energy lighting (100%)

(without HPED)

HP external door (U-value=1.1)

B88
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Solar PV 4kWp
Combi boiler only
Owner

Loft insulation (top up)

£0

D66

£130

C75

Draught-proofing (100%)
Secondary-glazing
Combi boiler only
Tenant

Loft insulation (top up)
Draught-proofing (100%)

(with wall

Secondary-glazing

insulation)

Low-energy lights (100%)
Smart meter+switch energy

D68

company

(without

Combi boiler only

wall

Internal wall insulation (50mm)

insulation)

Weighing up all factors, the winning packages would be:

1. Feasible (without HPED) at B88: For around £4,500, this property can
proudly pull itself into a B-category, which is over 50% better than it is
currently. There would be issues working out the details of financing the PV
system, and convincing the owners that wall insulation is important,
however, this package is the ideal. Using PV calculations and GD estimates,
this package would save £623 per annum (37% saving), and 9088kWh
(33% saving: 100% electricity and 25% gas). This also equates to an EIrating of B82, which brings emissions down to around 2.5 tonne/annum,
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saving 4 tonne/annum. And this is without changing any household
behaviour.

2. Tenant (with insulation) at C75: For only £130, the EPC-rating could be
boosted by over 30% and into a C-category. At present the owners haven’t
given permission for wall insulation, however, as legislation tightens, and/or
better and thinner insulation comes along, they will (hopefully) approve this
measure. As there is no PV in this package, no electricity will be saved,
which means the savings will all be in (much cheaper) gas. £276 could be
saved (17% less) and 6449kWh (24%). This, again, is without changing any
household behaviour, or changing suppliers. If the PV is just too difficult an
issue, then this is the second best option.

4.9 Case Studies Conclusions
SMC is a challenging case in the PRS, primarily due to its age and heritagelisting status. The current EPC rating for SMC is D57, which is around the UK
average. To compare various measures to determine how this would
theoretically affect the EE of SMC, I attended a 3-day DEA course to learn how
to create an EPC. Andrew from the certified body Stroma also conducted a GD
assessment on the property and gave his professional opinion on various
measures.

It was proven that SMC could hypothetically achieve an A-rating, utilising the
government’s current policy instruments. However, weighing up all factors –
including financial mechanisms, capital costs of improvement measures, and
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listing status limitations – the best feasible EPC increase is B88, which is an
increase of more than 50% on the current level, as well as saving 4 tonnes of
emissions annually. The measures used to achieve this were draught-proofing,
internal wall insulation (50mm), loft insulation (top up), secondary glazing, lowenergy lighting, and 4KWp solar PV with total capital costs of around £4500
after subsidises. Alternatively with owner approval and only £130, the EPC
rating improves to C75.

There are a number of schemes and financial mechanisms to assist
householders become more EE, however, they are somewhat opaque and have
the ability to confuse. The majority of people taking advantage of them are
those actually interested in their home’s EE or those who only want to upgrade
their heating system. Seb didn’t even consider using the GD umbrella policy
because he ‘felt it’s a mess’, and others don’t want to delve into the details of
an EPC due to its perceived technical nature. This means not enough
consumers are being motivated to retrofit their homes, even if the government
is trying to provide funding.

If this more challenging case has the ability to improve and potentially save
4 tonne per annum, then it’s conceivable that other similar properties could
also. In the UK housing stock, around 75% of properties are ranked around the
same as SMC, therefore around 20 million dwellings could save 4 tonne each,
or 80 million tonne of emissions per annum. This is 15% of the UK’s total
emissions output, done with feasible measures, little capital outlay from
homeowners, and without changing behaviour.
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Conclusion
The effects of climate change are already being experienced in the UK, such as
the recent floods in Somerset. The UK acknowledges the threat of climate
change and has made commitments under the Kyoto Protocol to reduce
emissions by 80% from 1990 levels by 2050. The overarching framework to
achieve this are the Climate Change and Energy Acts.

The domestic property sector, comprising approximate 28 million homes, is
responsible for around a quarter of the final energy consumption and the
emissions in the UK. More than 80% of this energy consumed is heating, and
although devices have become more energy efficient over the years, the
demand for heating has increased. This is linked to household behaviour and
motivation, which is a complex and not fully understood area.

The primary policy instruments within the domestic sector are: the Green Deal,
Energy Company Obligation, Renewable Heat Incentive, Feed-in Tariff, and
Energy Performance Certificates (EPC). The Green Deal is the umbrella policy,
however, its underlying financial mechanisms aren’t understood well by
householders, therefore the uptake is low. To tackle the more difficult area of
the private rented sector, regulations will commence in 2016, although it is
primarily aimed at the lower energy efficiency end of the housing stock.

To investigate improving the energy efficiency of housing from a practical
perspective, two case studies are explored; the primary one, St Mary’s Cottage,
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is a privately rented, pre-1900, heritage listed property. Using the policy
instruments currently available to householders in the UK, hypothetical energy
efficiency ratings were measured via the EPC to determine the ideal
improvement measures for this property.

The current EPC rating for St Mary’s Cottage is D57 (ranked from 1 to 100),
which is around the UK average. It was proven that it could hypothetically
achieve an A-rating, utilising the government’s current policy instruments.
However, weighing up all factors – including financial mechanisms, capital costs
of improvement measures, and listing status limitations – the best feasible EPC
increase is to B88, which is an increase of more than 50% on the current level,
as well as saving 4 tonnes of emissions annually. The measures used to achieve
this were draught-proofing, internal wall insulation (50mm), loft insulation (top
up), secondary glazing, low-energy lighting, and 4KWp solar PV with total
capital costs of around £4500 after subsidises. Alternatively with owner
approval and only £130, the EPC rating improves to C75.

This more difficult to treat case study demonstrated the possibilities to decrease
the carbon impact with the existing UK housing stock. If homeowners of each
property implemented a range of measures to increase the energy efficiency to
a similar level, this could potentially reduce the overall UK carbon impact by
15% or 80 million tonne of emissions per annum.
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